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Programming Assignment 7 (PA7) - StringSorter & Slots 
 

Due Date:  Wednesday, November 14 @ 11:59 pm 

 

Assignment Overview Grading Gathering Starter Files StringSorter 

Slots README File Extra Credit: One-Armed Bandit Turnin Summary 

 

 Assignment Overview 
 

In this PA, we will be learning about recursion and some 

of Rick’s Vegas wisdom. 

 
 

 Grading 
 

● README: 10 points - See README Requirements here and questions below 

○ http://cseweb.ucsd.edu/~ricko/CSE11READMEGuidelines.pdf 

● Style: 20 points - See Style Requirements here 

○ http://cseweb.ucsd.edu/~ricko/CSE11StyleGuidelines.pdf 

● Correctness: 70 points 

● Extra Credit: 5 points - View Extra Credit section for more information. 
 

NOTE: If what you turn in does not compile, you will receive 0 points for this assignment. 

 

 Gathering Starter Files 
 

You will need to create a new directory named pa7 and go into that directory. The $ represents your command 

prompt. What you type in is in bold. 
 

$ mkdir ~/pa7 

 $ cd ~/pa7 
 

Copy the starter files from the public directory: 

$ cp ~/../public/objectdraw.jar . 

$ cp ~/../public/Acme.jar . 

$ cp ~/../public/PA7StarterCode/* . 

 

 

 

Starter files provided: 
objectdraw.jar 

 
Acme.jar 

 
PA7Constants.java 

http://cseweb.ucsd.edu/~ricko/CSE11READMEGuidelines.pdf
http://cseweb.ucsd.edu/~ricko/CSE11StyleGuidelines.pdf
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Image files provided: 
erc-sixth.jpg 

erc.jpg 

marshall-warren.jpg 

marshall.jpg 

muir-marshall.jpg 

 

muir.jpg 

revelle-muir.jpg 

revelle.jpg 

sixth-revelle.jpg 

 

 

sixth.jpg 

warren-erc.jpg 

warren.jpg 

winner.jpg 

 

 

 StringSorter 
 

In this program, you will use your knowledge of recursion to identify palindromes. Your program will take in a 

command line argument specifying the maximum number of strings the user can enter. Then the program will 

take in a list of strings from the user, convert them to lowercase, sort them, and then output the palindromes 

and the non-palindromes separately. See the sample output section for details. 

 

This program will be written in one file: StringSorter.java, and will contain the following two methods. 

 

public static void main(String[] args) 

Parse Command Line Arguments: 

Main will parse the command line arguments. There should only be one positive integer input (the maximum 

number of strings the user can enter). If any error occurs, the program will output the usage message, an 

error message, and exit with code 1 (strings are provided in PA7Constants.java). 
 

Error Conditions: 

● Wrong number of arguments 

● The argument is not a valid integer 

● The argument is a negative number 

 

Read User Input: 

After parsing the argument, you will use a Scanner object to read in user input from standard input just as in 

previous assignments. This time around, the user will need to press enter after typing in each string, so you 

should use hasNextLine() and nextLine() for reading the user’s input. Stop reading input once the 

user enters <Ctrl>+D to indicate end of file (EOF). 

 

As you read in the strings from the user, you will need to convert them to lowercase and store them in an 

array (you know the size of the array from the command line argument). If the user enters fewer strings than 

the number they specified, there will just be some empty spots in the array (this is fine). If you read in the 

maximum number of strings allowed, don’t allow the user to enter any more input (because we don’t have 

any place to put it). Do not use an ArrayList for this! 

 

Process the Strings: 

Next, you need to sort the array in alphabetical order. You can use a static method provided in the Arrays 

class for this. You’ll then need to check if each string is a palindrome using the function below. Finally, print 

out the palindromes and non-palindromes as shown in the sample output section below. 
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public static boolean palindromeCheck(String str) 

This is a recursive method that will check if the string 

passed in is a palindrome. If the string is a palindrome, 

return true; if the string is not a palindrome, return false. 
 

In this function, you will perform outside-in recursion: if 

the first and last character of the string are the same, call 

this function recursively to see if the middle substring 

(str without the first and last character) is a palindrome. 

Make sure you think about what your base case is so 

you don’t infinitely recurse! 
 

Note:  This method must be recursive and you may NOT add any extra parameters to the method. If this 

method is not recursive or you change the parameters, you will receive 0 points for this program! 

 

 

Sample Output: 

A sample executable is provided in the public directory for you to try and compare your output against. Note 

that you cannot copy the executable to your own directory; you can only run it using the following command 

(where you will also pass in the command line arguments): 
 

 $ ~/../public/pa7test 
 

The following are some examples of how to run the public executable. You are responsible for running the 

public executable with these and many of your own examples to fully understand what the output should look 

like (especially examples using . Note that the output of your program must match the output below *exactly*, 

character-for-character, newline-for-newline. What you type in is shown in bold. ^D represents the user 

entering <Ctrl>+D. 

 

Example 1:  (note that <Ctrl>+D is not entered here because we entered the max number of strings) 

$ ~/../public/pa7test 6 

I 

drive 

my 

racecar 

at 

noon 

 

Sorted List of Palindromes: 

i 

noon 

racecar 

 

Sorted List of Non-Palindromes: 

at 

drive 

my 

$  
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Example 2:  (note that <Ctrl>+D is entered here because we entered less than the max number of strings) 

$ ~/../public/pa7test 6 

I 

drive 

my 

racecar 

^D 

Sorted List of Palindromes: 

i 

racecar 

 

Sorted List of Non-Palindromes: 

drive 

my 

$ 

 

Example 3:  (note that more than one word can be entered per line, and the whole line will be considered a single string) 

$ ~/../public/pa7test 2 

ASanta dog lived asA devil god atNASA 

see, palindromes are fun 

 

Sorted List of Palindromes: 

asanta dog lived asa devil god atnasa 

 

Sorted List of Non-Palindromes: 

see, palindromes are fun 

$ 

 

More Examples for You to Try: 

You should also test error cases where an error is encountered while parsing the command line arguments. 

This list is NOT exhaustive--that’s your job (here’s a fun wikipedia page if you need some inspiration). 
 

$ ~/../public/pa7test 

$ ~/../public/pa7test 3 4 

$ ~/../public/pa7test notInteger 

$ ~/../public/pa7test 420abc 
 

Note that we will not be testing empty strings with StringSorter. 

 

 Slots 
 

In this part of the assignment, you will create a GUI application that simulates the classic slot machines seen in 

casinos. This program will have 3 Java source files: Slots.java, SlotWheel.java, and Winner.java. 
 

[Slots are one of the worse gambling games to play! A common nickname for a slot machine, especially back 

in the day where you actually had to pull a handle to get the wheels to spin, is "One-Armed Bandit". But they 

are fun to program.] 

 

Slots.java 

This file is the GUI controller that extends WindowController. It is responsible for parsing the command line 

arguments and for the GUI layout.  

https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/Appendix:English_palindromes
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Parsing Command Line Arguments 

Our program will take either 1 or 2 command line arguments. The first (mandatory) argument is the random 

seed that will be used to generate the starting position of the slot wheels. The second (optional) argument is 

the base delay that controls how fast the slot wheels will spin. If the delay is not present, the default delay 

should be used. 
 

Error Conditions: 

● There must be 1 or 2 arguments entered 

● As in PA5, random seed must be a single integer 

● The delay must be in the range [10, 2000] (inclusive) 
 

If there is an error, you need to print out an error message and usage message before exiting the program. All 

the strings are provided in PA7Constants.java. See sample output section for details. 
 

Once the arguments have been parsed, create the Acme mainframe, and pass the parsed arg values to your 

Slots constructor. 

 

GUI Layout 

The GUI should look like the screenshot to 

the right. 

 

The overall layout (with the top panel, 

canvas in the middle, and panel at the 

bottom) is very similar to the GUI layout 

from PA6 (refer to the diagrams in the 

PA6 writeup for additional help). A 

diagram of just the top panel has been 

provided below, since it is a little more 

intricate than in PA6. 

 
 

The top panel needs to contain the program title as a JLabel that is centered horizontally. You are free to style 

this label as you please (our program uses the Comic Sans MS font with a fontsize of 24 and bold weight--note 

that the fonts won’t show up on the lab computers, but will if you run the program locally on your machine). 

Please remember to use your own name in the title and not Rick’s! 
 

Below the title, the top panel needs to contain a JPanel containing the wins and losses JLabels.  These labels 

must be placed side by side and be centered horizontally.  You will also need to add horizontal glue on the left 

and right to get labels positioned properly (Box.createHorizontalGlue()--google it). You are also free to 

stylize these labels as you wish, but you must make sure that they are positioned as they are in the writeup. 
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Next, we will create the footer panel. This panel will simply contain a single button that is centered horizontally 

in the frame. Text for the button is provided in PA7Constants.java.  

 

Canvas Layout 

Finally, we will work on the canvas, which is in the center of the frame. We will need to initialize an array of 

Image(s) using the images given to you in the starter files. All the images are exactly 120 x 150 pixels. The 

images need to be arranged in the array such that the intermediate images reflect a transition from one full 

image to the next. They must have the following order. To help you with this, the image names have been 

provided in a string array in PA7Constants.java. 
 

Image 

      

Image file name revelle.jpg revelle-muir.jpg muir.jpg muir-marshall.jpg marshall.jpg marshall-warren.jpg 

Array index 0 1 2 3 4 5 

 

Image 

      

Image file name warren.jpg warren-erc.jpg erc.jpg erc-sixth.jpg sixth.jpg sixth-revelle.jpg 

Array index 6 7 8 9 10 11 

 

We also need to dynamically calculate the Location for each slot wheel, which means you should not hard 

code the Location for each slot wheel. All the constants you need are given in PA7Constants.java. The slot 

wheels should be symmetrical and centered at the middle of the canvas. There should be 5 pixels of space 

between each slot wheel. For this PA, you don’t need to worry about window resizing. 

 

Next, we need to create each SlotWheel object. Its constructor should take at least the following information:  

● the seed for the random number generator for that wheel 

● the array of Image(s) initialized in Slots 

● the number of ticks (images) this slot wheel will use as it rotates  

● the delay (in milliseconds) this slot wheel will use in its run() thread  

● the location of this slot wheel (location of the wheel image and frame - border around the image)  

● a reference to the drawing canvas to place the slot wheel (wheel image and frame) 

 

The seed for each SlotWheel will be based on the seed passed in as a command line argument. The first 

SlotWheel will have seed seed + 0, the second will have seed seed + 2, the third will have seed seed + 4, and 

the last one will have seed seed + 6. The rest of SlotWheel will be explained later. 

 

The animation of slot wheels spinning looks better when each wheel spins at a slightly different speed 

(different pause() delays). The thrill and excitement of a possible win is enhanced when the left wheel stops 

spinning first, then the middle wheel, and finally the last wheel. To achieve this, we can give each SlotWheel a 

different delay time to use in its run() thread. You should have a base delay either set by the user through a 

command line argument, or by the program with the default value. Then the first wheel will have delay time of 
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baseDelay + WHEEL_1_DELAY + 0 * DELAY_INTERVAL, the second wheel will have delay time of 

baseDelay + WHEEL_1_DELAY + 1 * DELAY_INTERVAL, etc.  

 

Next we need to create a Winner object and register it as a listener for spin button events. More details about 

the Winner class in a later section. 

 

And the last thing the Slots controller needs to do is register each slot wheel it just created as a listener for 

events on the spin button. 

 

 

SlotWheel.java 

This file will define the simulated slot wheel. Each slot wheel is an ActiveObject so we can run it as an 

animation in its own thread. It also needs to extend ActionListener so it can handle the action event fired by the 

spin button back in the controller. 

 

SlotWheel Constructor 

The constructor should take in at least the following information: 

● the seed for the random number generator for that wheel 

● the array of Image(s) initialized in Slots 

● the number of ticks (images) this slot wheel will use as it rotates [more explained in run()]  

● the delay (in milliseconds) this slot wheel will use in its run() thread [more explained in run()] 

● the location of this slot wheel (location of the wheel image and frame - border around the image)  

● a reference to the drawing canvas to place the slot wheel (wheel image and frame) 

 

When the SlotWheel is created, we want it to have a random image. To do this, you will need to create a 

(pseudo)random number generator object using the seed that was passed in and then generate a 

(pseudo)random value to use as an index into the image array. However, when just starting up, each 

SlotWheel should display a complete image instead of a transition one. To make sure that you will get an 

index of a full image, generate a (pseudo)random number between [0-6) and multiply it by 2 -- this will give 

you an even number between 0 and 11, which will correspond to a full image in the array.  

 

To display the image on the canvas, you will need to create an objectdraw VisibleImage. Note that the 

VisibleImage constructors that take in a width and height are broken and do not work. Use one of the 

VisibleImage constructors that does NOT take in a width and height. 

 

You will also need to create a border around this slot wheel image using a FramedRect. Since SlotWheel is 

an ActiveObject, what should the last line in the constructor be? (look back at your code from previous 

assignments if you aren’t sure). 

 

public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent event) 

This method will be called in response to the spin button being clicked back in the controller object. This 

method should simply reset the number of ticks this slot wheel should spin and pick a random starting Image 

index. Remember to get an image that isn’t in transition. 
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public void run() 

This method performs the animation/simulation of the slot wheel spinning. The SlotWheel will loop through 

the array of images to “turn” the wheel, starting at the random starting image that was set (in 

actionPerformed()).  
 

To control when the wheel starts and stops spinning, we will have a counter for the number of ticks indicating 

how many more times the wheel should transition to the next image. For example, the wheel turning from 

revelle.jpg to revelle-muir.jpg counts as one tick. The wheel should be stopped when the number of ticks is 

zero, and the wheel should be spinning when the number of ticks is greater than zero, because it still has 

images to cycle through. Each wheel should have a different number of ticks when they spin. Specifically, 

each wheel should increment by TICKS_INTERVAL. For example, the first wheel will have 

WHEEL_1_TICKS, the second wheel will have WHEEL_1_TICKS + TICKS_INTERVAL and so on. This 

number is fixed once the wheel is created. Each time we spin, we need to select a random index to start with 

(same logic as what we do when the wheel is initialized) and spin for the number of ticks. 
 

In a forever loop, if there are still ticks left on this spin, set the index into the array of Image(s) to the next 

index. Since we are treating this array as a circular array, when we are at the last index in the array the next 

index will be back at index 0. So you need to wrap back around to the head of the array when you are 

incrementing the index past the end of the array. Hint: Think mod operator. 
 

Once we have a new index in the array of Image(s), set the Image of the slot wheel’s VisibleImage to this 

new Image (setImage()). Finally decrement the number of ticks left for this slot wheel spin. Don't forget to 

pause the animation using this slot wheel's delay in milliseconds that was passed into the constructor. 

Remember to only have a pause statement in the outermost forever loop. 

 

 

Winner.java 

This class will handle the win logic. In addition to extending ActiveObject, it also has to implement 

ActionListener since it needs to handle button press events. 

 

Winner Constructor 

The constructor for this class should have at least the following parameters: 

● A reference to each of the 4 wheels that were created in the controller. 

● A reference to the wins JLabel 

● A reference to the losses JLabel 

● A reference to the spin button 

● An Image reference to the win image 

● An integer representing delay 

● A reference to the canvas object 

 

The win image needs to be centered on the canvas and initially hidden. It will only be shown if the user wins. 

This class should have a boolean instance variable to keep track of whether or not the wheels are currently 

spinning. Set this value to be false initially (since the wheels don’t start spinning until the spin button is 

clicked). Remember that this is an ActiveObject, so you know what to do on the last line of the constructor. 

 

 

Taylor Durrer


Taylor Durrer
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public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent event) 

When the spin button is pressed, you should disable the button, set the variable that keeps track of whether 

or not the wheels are spinning to be true, and hide the win image (in case it was previously visible). 

 

public void run() 

In a forever loop, check if the wheels are currently spinning (this should be false initially until the spin button 

is clicked). Once the last wheel has stopped spinning, you should set the spin variable back to false and re-

enable the spin button. Then check which index/image each wheel is displaying. If they are all the same, 

then the user has won. If the user wins, you should display the win image and increment the number of wins, 

updating the wins label. Otherwise if the user didn’t win, increment the number of losses and update the 

losses label. 

  

Notes:  

● Do not use static variables in your slot wheel class to determine when the wheels are spinning or not. 

Use instance variables instead. To determine if a wheel has stopped spinning, you should have a 

getter method in SlotWheel to tell Winner if it is spinning or not. 

● The pause() should only be placed in the outermost while loop, and not in any nested statements. 

 

 

No static variables! 

 

 

Sample Output: 

1. Not enough arguments 
$ java -cp *:. Slots 

Error: Invalid Number of arguments 

 

Usage: Slots seed [delay] 

        seed: must be a valid integer 

        delay: must be a valid integer in the range [10, 2000] 

$ 

 

2. Too many arguments 
$ java -cp *:. Slots arg1 arg2 arg3 

Error: Invalid Number of arguments 

 

Usage: Slots seed [delay] 

        seed: must be a valid integer 

        delay: must be a valid integer in the range [10, 2000] 

$ 

 

3. Invalid seed value 
$ java -cp *:. Slots arg1 arg2 

Error: Invalid Seed arg1 

 

Usage: Slots seed [delay] 

Taylor Durrer


Taylor Durrer
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        seed: must be a valid integer 

        delay: must be a valid integer in the range [10, 2000] 

$ 

 

4. Invalid delay value 
$ java -cp *:. Slots 1 arg2 

Error: Invalid Delay arg2 

 

Usage: Slots seed [delay] 

        seed: must be a valid integer 

        delay: must be a valid integer in the range [10, 2000] 

$ 

 

5. Delay too small 
$ java -cp *:. Slots 1 1 

Error: Delay must be in the range [10, 2000] 

 

Usage: Slots seed [delay] 

        seed: must be a valid integer 

        delay: must be a valid integer in the range [10, 2000] 

$ 

 

6. Delay too large 
$ java -cp *:. Slots 1 1000000 

Error: Delay must be in the range [10, 2000] 

 

Usage: Slots seed [delay] 

        seed: must be a valid integer 

        delay: must be a valid integer in the range [10, 2000] 

$ 

 

Sample Screenshots: 

 
When your program starts, each wheel should 
display a random full image. Remember to change 
the label to your own name! 

 
Click “Click to Spin!” to spin the wheels. Note when 
the wheels are spinning, the button should be 
disabled. 
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When the images of the wheels do not match, 
increment the loss count. 

 
You can click to spin again... 

 
...and lose again. 

 
...or you can win! Note that winning should not reset 
the count of the losses (this screenshot was taken 
after closing and restarting the program). 

 

 README File 
 

Remember to follow all of the guidelines outlined in the README Guidelines. If you did the extra credit, write a 
program description for it in the README file as well. 
 

Questions to Answer in your README: 

1. How can you create an array of ints in Java and initialize it with the values of all single digit odd positive 

numbers (between 0-9), all in one step/line? 

2. In vim/gvim, what commands will indent N consecutive lines (starting from the cursor line) by one level 

where the indent level is defined to be two spaces? This will take two vim commands: one to set the 

number of spaces to indent with each indent level (default is 8), and one to actually indent N 

consecutive lines. Likewise what command will shift N lines left (de-indent N lines)? 

3. In vim/gvim, what command will indent an entire curly-bracket block one level, while the cursor is 

currently on either the open or close curly bracket of the block? Likewise what command will shift an 

entire curly-bracket block one level left (de-indent block)? 

4. List 3 examples of input that you tried with the public executable for StringSorter that aren’t already 

given in the writeup. 

5. How do you maintain your integrity when you are stressed, pressured, or tired? 

 

 Extra Credit: One-Armed Bandit 
 

● [5 points] Add the ability to bet money in the Slots program 

https://cseweb.ucsd.edu/~ricko/CSE11READMEGuidelines.pdf
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Getting Started: 

Make copies of the following files to do the extra credit in. 

 $ cd ~/pa7 

 $ cp Slots.java EC_Slots.java 

 $ cp Winner.java EC_Winner.java 
 

Important:  Your original files must remain unchanged. You need both the regular (SlotWheel.java, 
Slots.java, Winner.java) and the EC versions (EC_Slots.java, EC_Winner.java) of your files for turnin. 

 

EC Requirements: 

Allow the user to enter a deposit amount in whole dollars for a bankroll (say with a text field), and allow the 

user to enter how many dollars to bet on each spin up to a max of five dollars (say with a combo box). Payoff 

50 times the bet. This works out to a 23.14% payout. [There are 6^4 = 1296 different combinations of the six 

images coming up across the four wheels. There are 6 different win combinations (all four wheels having the 

same image). So on average you would expect a win 1 out of every 216 spins (1296/6 = 216).]  
 

For this program, the spin button must be disabled until the user enters a bankroll amount in the text box. The 

default bet amount should be 1 at the beginning, but should be updated if a selection is made in the 

JComboBox. Once all the money is gone, disable the button again. 

 

Sample Screenshots: 

 
When your program just starts, you should have no 
money in your bank and cannot spin the wheel. 

 
You can add money to your bank account by simply 
typing in the amount. 

 
Hitting enter key on your keyboard should add that 
amount you just typed to your bank account. Now the 
“Click to Spin!” button is enabled. 

 
You can select how much money you want to bet on 
this spin. 
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Click to Spin! 

 
If you lose, you lose the amount you bet. 

 
You can keep betting and spinning! 

 
Until you lose all the money. 

 
If you do win, you will win 50 times of what you bet. 
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 Turnin Summary 
 

See the turnin instructions here.  Your file names must match the below *exactly*. 

 

Due Date: Wednesday night, November 14 @ 11:59 pm 
 

Files Required for Turnin:  

SlotWheel.java 

Slots.java 

StringSorter.java 

Winner.java 

Acme.jar 

objectdraw.jar 

PA7Constants.java 

README 

erc-sixth.jpg 

erc.jpg 

marshall-warren.jpg 

marshall.jpg 

muir-marshall.jpg 

muir.jpg 

revelle-muir.jpg 

revelle.jpg 

sixth-revelle.jpg 

sixth.jpg 

warren-erc.jpg 

warren.jpg 

winner.jpg 

Extra Credit Files: 

EC_Slots.java 

 

EC_Winner.java 

 

 

 

 

If there is anything in these procedures which needs clarifying, please feel free to ask any tutor, the instructor, 

or post on the Piazza Discussion Board. 

 

 

 

NO EXCUSES! 

NO EXTENSIONS! 

NO EXCEPTIONS! 

NO LATE ASSIGNMENTS ACCEPTED! 

DO NOT EMAIL US YOUR ASSIGNMENT! 

 

Start Early, Finish Early, and Have Fun! 
 

http://cseweb.ucsd.edu/~ricko/CSE11TurninInstructions.pdf
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